
You must click on PŘIHLÁŠENÍ NOVÉHO SOUTĚŽICÍHO 
 
Than you must write your name and twice your password. 
Click on ULOŽIT SOUTĚŽICÍHO DO SEZNAMU 
After that you are in the starting list of race. 
 
 ROZPRAVA        = instructions 

green square is more important than yellow circle, so in this cross you can go streight 
because  

a) the compass (in green square) shown cross 

b) when you go by real, and need to go streight, go the nearest angle to 0 degrees (+, 
-) 
 

In yelow circle can be schema of the cross with trafic signs. You must calculate with 

these trafic signs. Orange box have two odometers, you can nulifiy each where you 
want. Blue square is part of map, arow can be a little bit out of road, this is not 

problem. When you want to go to next situations, click on arow in gren square. 
When there is only one arow, it means turn around, but there is always "turn around 
SPK" with words "OTOC SE" = turn around. There can be always OTOC SE a P, it 

means turn around and go right (it has priority against the insert). 
Some roads can go to different crosses in each etap, and SPK can be on different 

places. So you must go each etap from right start point. 
 

In stage B is used kind of itinerary, which is described in words and manner of crossing 

of intersections is described similarly to the linear itinerary and also like a real linear 
itinerary goes. Label is the cross and the executive direction of the exit is command. I 

can not therefore be passed map data at the crossroads even the arrival or exit.  
 

Your SPK´s send separated by a comma, dot or a dash. Use the form provided on the 

site. You must be logged in to the site. If you are sending multiple SPK´s, log on as a 
new competitor eg under the same name + number. After the deadline for sending, 

you can not send. When you don´t send SPK´s in some etap, you receives a points 
from the worst crew +1. In case of equality of points, is interesting the sum of timing 
of each sending SPK´s. (measured with a precision of seconds.) 
 
Start of the race is on 25.12 10:00. 
 
Etap 1: 
Insert: After each traffic sign (triangle) go first time right 
Insert on SM: On each SM go left at every STOP sign 
 
Conditions: 
A) In even spot height always turn left 
B) Leave all points always with fewest azimuth 
 
The scal is approximately M20, number of arrows is 10. 

 
Detail 
cancel the arrow 
 
Changes from "SLEPY ITINERAR" are violet, new things are red. 
PRŮJEZD ZAKÁZAN is not a problem, you can go there 

http://aoscz.info/zimaprihlaseni.php?kdo=novy
http://aoscz.info/zimaulozeni.php?kdo=R.A.&heslo=44&login=0
http://aoscz.info/Rozprava.doc


 

Etap2: 

Inserts: 
a) after each      first time right 
b) after each      first time left 
 
Conditions: 
A) In each even spot heights go everytime left. 
B) All roads which you go, draw to map. (incuding real itinerary) 
 

Etap3: 

Inserts: 
a) after each      always go right 
b) after each      first time go left 
 
Conditions: 
A) In each even spot heights go everytime left. 
B) All roads which you go by SM, is after that one-way in that way, how you go her. 
 


